Abstract. Timed Concurrent State Machines are an application of Alur's Timed Automata concept to coincidence-based (rather than interleaving) CSM modeling technique. TCSM support the idea of testing automata, allowing to specify time properties easier than temporal formulas. Also, calculation of a global state space in real-time domain (Region Concurrent State Machines) is defined, allowing to store a verified system in ready-to-verification form, and to multiply it by various testing automata.
Introduction
In [1, 2] , Alur presented a successful idea of introducing real time to the specification of concurrent system. A kind of Büchi automata (with real-valued clocks added) is used. The strength of this method is compositionality, i.e. an automaton representing a concurrent system is compound from individual automata of components. In ICS WUT, another modeling technique called CSM (Concurrent State Machines) is used [9] . The components of concurrent CSM system, called automata for simplicity, differ from Büchi automata in several assumptions, the most important are:
 Transitions are triggered by compositions of signals (the domain of transition function is 2 {input_alphabet} rather than input alphabet itself); this means parallelism related to input alphabet.  Transitions in distinct automata are executed in parallel rather than interleaved; this means parallelism in actions. The main notions of TCSM are defined quite similarly to TA. However, the main extension of TCSM is that the product operation is defined for RCSM (corresponding to Region Automata). This unique feature allows a verification system to store a state space of a system under test in a form of RCSM, called "automaton under test". A system is form of RCSM can be checked against temporal formulas, but we prefer other verification technique, consisting of three phases:
 construction of an RCSM "testing automaton" representing needed (or conversely, unneeded) feature; the automaton may be designed by a user or obtained automatically from other form defining the behavior (for example UML sequence diagram, collaboration diagram or state diagram);  obtaining a product of the automaton under test with testing automaton;  reduction of output product using the reduction algorithm presented in [7, 11, 12, 13] ;  "safety" features are verified by checking the existence of "error states" in reduced output product;  "liveness" features are verified by testing output product against stuttering of given states of testing automaton (this technique elaborated by Jerzy Mieściki is a subject of a separate paper under preparation). The presented verification technique is useful for a designer which does not know a temporal logic, or when it is difficult to express the desired feature in terms of a temporal logic. Also, behavioral conditions may be automatically converted to testing automata from other modeling formalisms.
 sig(w) -set of signals occurring in Boolean formula w,  W -set of all Boolean formulas w. We will identify a formula w with a Boolean function f such that for every set of occurrences of signals the formula w is satisfied iff the function f gives the value true. 
)*(s) = (a+b)*(ab*c) = .
Reachability relation (denoted R) is a transitive extension of r.
Let p be a CSM automaton, wW be a Boolean formula and X  ALL(p Let P be a finite set of CSM automata
.n are pairwise disjoint and: 
while EXT(p) is not (EXT(p)= INP(p)-OUT(p)).
The semantics of CSM is defined formally in [7] . A new state of the system is taken from the transition leading from the current state, according do set of signals on input. Single-step semantics, path semantics and fair path semantics are defined. From now on, we deal with fair CSM automata (with fair path semantics).
Introduction of real time
A real time is added to CSM model similarly to Alur's Timed Automata [1] (TA).
 The "global time" runs for all automata, getting all values in R + .  Every automaton has a set of clocks, running synchronously with "global time" or being reset on transitions. However, there are major differences. The main features of TCSM are:
 In TA time elapses in states of an automaton. Because in CSM there is no concept of "staying in a state" other than executing of a self-loop (called an "ear" due to its graphical image), therefore the flow of time is associated with ears. A state with no ear is instantaneous, i.e. it is left as soon as reached. As in TA, only a finite number of instantaneous states may be visited without elapse of time. A time constraint put on an ear is called invariant (similarly to TA).  Because of the "fairness condition" if there is an escape from a cycle in an automaton, if must be followed after a finite number of loops in a cycle. Therefore, a zero-time loop is not a tragedy if the run may diverge from the loop.
Only an ending (with no escape) strongly connected subgraph containing no ear is invalid. Also, an automaton containing such a subgraph is invalid.  Due to the manner of multiplication of automata, an ending strongly connected zero-time subgraph may outcome from a product of valid automata.  Every timeless CSM automaton is transition-complete, i.e. it acts "somehow" in every situation (it never can be "unexecutable", like TA [1] ). Formally, a sum of all formulas on arcs outgoing from a state must be . In TCSM, to keep the transition-completeness, all formulas must sum to in every point in time.  The important difference between TCSM and TA is the manner of communication. In TA, the communication occurs on common letters of alphabet, and the direction of communication (which automaton is a sender and which is a receiver) is specified separately. In TCSM, signals (symbols of alphabet) are generated in states and accepted on transitions, therefore the direction of com- munication is defined strictly. The example of a system of TA (coming from [2] ) converted to TCSM system is presented in Fig. 1 . Time dependencies in TRAIN model physical delays between sensor signals, in CONTROLLER model reaction times and in GATE model closing and opening time.
Definition of TCSM
TCSM automata are based on CSM, therefore only differences will be defined.
Let X be a finite set of clocks (clock variables). Clock constraints are simple constraints , xc, cx, x<c, c<x (c is nonnegative real) and Boolean formulas over simple constraints and  (denoted *) The symbol  (equals R + ) denotes no constraint and may be skipped.
A clock interpretation  (from [1] ) assigns a real value to every clock in X;  satisfies constraint  over X iff  evaluates to true according to the values given by . For R + , + denotes the clock interpretation which maps every clock x to the value (x)+ . For YX, [Y:=0] denotes the clock interpretation for X which assigns 0 to each xY, and agrees with  over the rest of the clocks.
The TCSM automaton is a 5-tuple p ≝ < TS, out, X, lab, s init >: finite set of timed states TS (a shortcut t.state will be used); output function out: TS  2 U as in CSM; set of clock variables X; unique initial t.state s init  TS; set of timed transitions lab  TS  form (X) 2 X  TS (a shortcut t.transition will be used, analogously t.ear).
A t.transition <s,w,,,s'> from sS to s'S:
 transition function wform triggers the t.transition (as in CSM);
 clock constraint (X) specifies when the t.transition is enabled;  set of clocks to be reset X .
As a pair (s,s') uniquely appoints a t.transition (multiple t.transitions between states are not allowed), elements of a t.transition are extracted using a notation w(s,s'), (s,s'), (s,s').
The TCSM automaton is assumed to be transition-complete, i.e. for any sS and for every clock interpretation, the disjunction of Boolean formulas for all t.transitions outgoing from s is true.
The succession relation cannot be defined for TCSM, because void transitions may occur due to clock interpretations allowed in preceding states (similarly to TA, Region CSM (RCSM), together with succession relation and reachability will be defined in the next section). However, the product of TCSM can be defined.
Let P be a finite set of TCSM automata
The TCSM automaton p = <TS, out, X, lab, s init > is a product of TCSM automata from P (denot- Fig. 2 The algorithm of obtaining a product of TCSM automata is similar to that for CSM [9] and requires additionally to take on resulting t.transitions conjunctions of time constraints of component t.transitions and sums of clocks to be reset on component t.transitions. Single step semantics of TCSM can be found in [8] . However, due to lack of reachability relation for t.states, path semantics and fair path semantics cannot be defined for TCSM.
Region CSM
The single step semantics is not sufficient to express behavior of TCSM automata because of:
 time constraints appearing on transitions (see Fig. 2 showing a transition that is per- 
sisting in CSM but void in TCSM)  a fairness condition imposed on the model (Section 2). Therefore, a Region CSM automaton is defined which allows to observe succession relation and to build a Reachability Graph of a TCSM automaton. It is similar to Region Automaton (RA) of TA [1] .
Similarly to RA, constants in time constraints are limited to integral ones (for every TA with real constraints there exists a similar automaton with integral constraints, see [1] ). Then, by multiplication of all constants by least common multiple of denominators the set of natural constraints is achieved.
A timed location is a pair (s,). In TCSM, there are infinitely many pairs of timed locations ((s,),(s',') ) referring to the same pair of states (s,s'). Building RCSM, we achieve finite equivalence classes of these transitions. The regions are sets of clock interpretations that have the same integral part for all clocks and the same fractional part ordering for all clocks. Clock interpretations that exceed a highest constant c x to which a clock x is compared in constraints (clock bound) are not divided into regions.
A region is defined over the set of all clock interpretations for X. 3 , and in RCSM automaton it is obvious that not (but s 5 is). Region states in RCSM are pairs (s,R) where s is a state of TCSM and R is a region. Region index is a range of time interpretations of the clock x in the region. Transition marked are zero-time (non-ear) and transitions marked T are progress transitions (ear in TCSM, is skipped). The proof of region graph stability is given in [2] .
Formally [1] , for any R + ,  denotes the fractional part of  and  denotes the integral part of ., therefore =+. 
